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Having too many profiles and accounts, it's hard to remember the details for all of them. As a result, you can end up with them
blocked or deleted. It's best to keep that information into a secured document or in a specialized tool. Straightforward yet

annoying layout SafePassDB is a modern and intuitive application designed to be a simple solution to storing different private or
work-related login info, from various utilities, games, and software. The setup is over before you know, while the provided

interface is stylish and accessible. Sadly, a big downside is the bright red theme, that can't be changed, which may irritate the
eyes of those with sensitive vision. For the tool to smoothly run, Java needs to be installed on the drive or updated. Right from
the start, you are required to set up a private account, with a fitting username and password, and then login into it. Set up your

profile and save multiple items The offered menu is easy-to-use and doesn't need to much time to get familiarized with. A
handy option is the ability to configure multiple accounts and quickly switch between them. The password can be changed to
another one with ease. To enter a new record, just pick the desired provider from the list, such as 4Shared, Battle.net, Skype,

Steam, Youtube, Facebook, Google, and more. The item is displayed on the left side of the panel, and when clicked, the fields
that need to be filled in are shown. Insert relevant information about various accounts Input the full name, email address,

username, and password. Those details are applied to all the profiles. Once entered, it's recommended to save the database, to
not lose any information. Text may be inserted directly, by directly pasting it from the clipboard. The app also comes with a

password generator, where you can choose what method should be applied, like letters, numbers, or characters, along with the
length, and additional symbols. Unfortunately, the data can't be exported to XLS or CSV file formats for further alteration. All
in all The bottom line is that SafePassDB is a reliable and user-friendly program that comes in handy when you need a basic yet
practical tool to store safely and keep track of different login credentials. Pros: The app can be used to manage passwords The

interface is efficient Easy to manage different accounts Cons: The app lacks an auto-
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KEYMACRO is a tool to set up new and edit existing Keymacros. Keymacro for Internet Explorer is used to remember
passwords and can be applied to other internet sites. Download and install the latest version of Keymacro for Internet Explorer

safely and without any potential risk. It's a Windows utility program designed to help you manage your online account and
logins. It allows you to save web passwords and automatically access them when you're using a website. Download Keymacro
for Internet Explorer: Keymacro for Internet Explorer keyfeatures: * A beautiful and clean software with intuitive interface. *
The web browser feature allow you to automatically login into the specified sites, and save the current data in the database. *
The Keymacro for Internet Explorer will remember the latest passwords on supported sites. * Support editing and adding new
web sites and security codes for Keymacro for Internet Explorer. * Store all of the details including the selected website and

security codes in the local database. * The internet security feature of Keymacro for Internet Explorer can be set to have a delay
before logging in and saving passwords. This feature can be set with an adjustable time period. Keymacro for Internet Explorer

also provides you with the following settings: * Ability to log into and save the web passwords from various websites
automatically. * Enable and disable the security settings. * Use the Keymacro for Internet Explorer to log into different websites

and save your passwords. * Remove invalid, old or expired websites from the database. * Use the Keymacro for Internet
Explorer to add new websites and security codes to the database. * Remove invalid, old or expired websites from the database.
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How to install Keymacro for Internet Explorer in Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1, Windows 10, Windows Server 2008,
Windows Server 2008 R2, Windows Server 2012, Windows Server 2012 R2, Windows Server 2016, Windows 10 Home,

Windows 10 Pro, Windows Server 2016, Windows Server 2016 Standard, Windows 10 Education, Windows Server 2019 and
Windows Server 2019 Datacenter: * Download Keymacro for Internet Explorer from the official website. * Extract the

downloaded file to a destination folder. * Run the program. * Go to the tab of Extensions and search for "Keymacro" in the
search box. * Install the extension by following the instructions displayed in the program. 1d6a3396d6
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SafePassDB is a secure password manager that stores passwords, account data, and additional login information. A database is
automatically created and managed to store various login credentials in a variety of accounts. You can view, edit, or delete
profiles, which is an efficient way to organize your stored data.SafePassDB also supports the insertion of text, making it
possible to type directly to save time, instead of pasting.The application includes a password generator, providing a selection of
input data, including letters, numbers, special characters, and so on, with the ability to choose the length and what type of
symbols should be present.SafePassDB can be set to automatically sync the information to Dropbox, OneDrive, Google Drive,
and Amazon Drive, making it possible to access and update the data at any time, no matter where you are. Recommended
Software Features SafePassDB is a secure password manager that stores passwords, account data, and additional login
information. A database is automatically created and managed to store various login credentials in a variety of accounts. You
can view, edit, or delete profiles, which is an efficient way to organize your stored data. The application includes a password
generator, providing a selection of input data, including letters, numbers, special characters, and so on, with the ability to choose
the length and what type of symbols should be present. SafePassDB can be set to automatically sync the information to
Dropbox, OneDrive, Google Drive, and Amazon Drive, making it possible to access and update the data at any time, no matter
where you are. Straightforward yet annoying layout SafePassDB is a modern and intuitive application designed to be a simple
solution to storing different private or work-related login info, from various utilities, games, and software. The setup is over
before you know, while the provided interface is stylish and accessible. Sadly, a big downside is the bright red theme, that can't
be changed, which may irritate the eyes of those with sensitive vision. Set up your profile and save multiple items The offered
menu is easy-to-use and doesn't need to much time to get familiarized with. A handy option is the ability to configure multiple
accounts and quickly switch between them. The password can be changed to another one with ease. To enter a new record, just
pick the desired provider from the list, such as 4Shared, Battle

What's New In?

Main features: * Clean and simple UI. * Support for different providers, like Google, Facebook, Youtube, Skype, etc. *
Password generator. * Database saved to the default location, such as C: or D: drive. * Multi-profile support. * Option to change
the database to another location. * Import and export to XLS and CSV files. Note: The free version of this app may be limited
to a small number of items. What's new in version 9.0: - Minor improvements. Category: System requirements: Operating
system: Windows 7/8/8.1/10 Category: Safesoft SafePassDB Professional Key Full Version $3.00 Description: Too many
profiles and accounts, it's hard to remember the details for all of them. As a result, you can end up with them blocked or
deleted. It's best to keep that information into a secured document or in a specialized tool. Straightforward yet annoying layout
SafePassDB is a modern and intuitive application designed to be a simple solution to storing different private or work-related
login info, from various utilities, games, and software. The setup is over before you know, while the provided interface is stylish
and accessible. Sadly, a big downside is the bright red theme, that can't be changed, which may irritate the eyes of those with
sensitive vision. For the tool to smoothly run, Java needs to be installed on the drive or updated. Right from the start, you are
required to set up a private account, with a fitting username and password, and then login into it. Set up your profile and save
multiple items The offered menu is easy-to-use and doesn't need to much time to get familiarized with. A handy option is the
ability to configure multiple accounts and quickly switch between them. The password can be changed to another one with ease.
To enter a new record, just pick the desired provider from the list, such as 4Shared, Battle.net, Skype, Steam, Youtube,
Facebook, Google, and more. The item is displayed on the left side of the panel, and when clicked, the fields that need to be
filled in are shown. Insert relevant information about various accounts Input the full name, email address, username, and
password. Those details are applied to all the profiles. Once entered, it's recommended to save the database, to not lose any
information. Text may be inserted directly, by directly pasting it from the clipboard. The app also comes with a password
generator, where you can choose what method should be applied, like letters, numbers, or characters, along with the length, and
additional symbols. Unfortunately,
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System Requirements:

Recommended: CPU: Intel® Core™ i3-7100/AMD Ryzen™ 3 1200 RAM: 8 GB GPU: NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX
1050/AMD Radeon™ RX 550 DirectX: 11/11.1 HDD Space: 1GB Minimum: CPU: Intel® Core™ i3-5010 GPU: NVIDIA®
GeForce® GTX 1060 A
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